Video text detection is considered as one of the most difficult tasks in document analysis due to the following two challenges: 1) the difficulties caused by video scenes, i.e., motion blur, illumination changes, and occlusion; 2) the properties of text including variants of fonts, languages, orientations, and shapes. Most existing methods attempt to enhance the performance of video text detection by cooperating with video text tracking, but treat these two tasks separately. In this work, we propose an end-to-end video text detection model with online tracking to address these two challenges. Specifically, in the detection branch, we adopt ConvLSTM to capture spatial structure information and motion memory. In the tracking branch, we convert the tracking problem to text instance association, and an appearance-geometry descriptor with memory mechanism is proposed to generate robust representation of text instances. By integrating these two branches into one trainable framework, they can promote each other and the computational cost is significantly reduced. Experiments on existing video text benchmarks including ICDAR2013 Video, Minetto and YVT demonstrate that the proposed method significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods. Our method improves F-score by about 2% on all datasets and it can run realtime with 24.36 fps on TITAN Xp.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile internet, videorelated applications become more and more popular in our daily life. The analysis of videos therefore becomes an important task for practical applications. Among various types of objects appearing in videos, text usually contains abundant semantic information and palys an important role in many applications, such as video annotation, multimedia retrieval and industrial automation [25] , [27] .
In the last few years, we have witnessed significant efforts in tackling video text detection. Previous works on this problem [16] , [19] , [24] , [11] are generally carried out in two steps: text in individual frame is detected first, the data association is then performed. However, those two-step methods suffer from the following problems: (1) singleframe detection in video does not make full use of the temporal context in the video; (2) tracking after detection needs additional networks to extract tracking features, which leads to additional computational cost, and most of these Figure 1 . Video text detection and tracking. The first row is the detection results of EAST [30] . The second row is the results from our video text detection branch with ConvLSTM. The final row is our detection results with online tracking, where boxes with the same color in different frames belong to the same trajectory. (Best view in color.) tracking methods are offline, which is limited in practical applications; (3) these two parts are separately trained, and they cannot fully utilize the supervision information of each other. Video text detection and tracking tasks are closely related
In this work, we present a novel end-to-end video text detector with online tracking. By integrating detection and tracking together, they can exploit the supervision information of each other. The whole pipeline of our proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 2 . Specifically, to take full advantage of the temporal domain information and texture properties of scene text while preserving its structure, Con-vLSTM [23] layer is introduced to the video text detection branch. In addition, the appearance-geometry descriptor (AGD) and corresponding estimated appearance-geometry descriptor (EAGD) are proposed to model short-term target association for online tracking. Simultaneously, these descriptors are updated in time steps to capture the information of the long-term multiple targets changing process, i.e., new target entry and old target departure. As shown in Fig. 1 , our method can significantly improve the performance.
The contributions of our method are summarized as follows: (1) to the best of our knowledge, this is the first endto-end video text detection and online tracking framework;
(2) we introduce ConvLSTM to our detection branch, which is very useful for capturing spatial-temporal information;
(3) the proposed appearance-geometry descriptor has been proven to be robust and effective for multiple text instance association; (4) extensive experiments have shown the effectiveness of our method, and we have obtained state-of-the-art results in multiple public benchmarks.
II. RELATED WORK
Single frame text detection has made great progress recently. However, for video text detection, how to make full use of the context information in video is still not addressed well. In this section, the development of single image detection and video text detection will be reviewed.
Single frame text detection It is known that numerous methods for text detection have been successfully proposed in recent years. Specifically, component based methods, segmentation based methods and detection based methods are the main kinds of single frame detection. Component based methods [2] , [13] usually detect parts or components of text first, after then a set of complex procedures including component grouping, filtering and word partition are followed to obtain final detection results in word-level. Segmentation based methods [28] , [22] regard all the pixels in one word / text-line as a whole instance. It can handle arbitrary shape of text, but rely too much on fine grained segmentation and also need some discontinuous post-processing operations. Detection based methods [4] , [30] draw inspiration from general object detection, and output text detection results in word / text-line level directly.
Video text detection Standing on the shoulder of single frame text detection, many video mode text detection methods have also been proposed. Researchers try to enhance the detection result through tracking, namely tracking based text detection methods. These methods utilize some specific tracking techniques, such as multi-strategy tracking methods [31] , dynamic programming [16] and network flow based methods [24] , to track text and then heuristically combine detected results in passed frames. But they are essentially based on single-frame detection methods, and the training of detector is independent of the tracking. Moreover, they do not make full use of the abundant temporal information of video. Wang et al. [17] notice that the cues of background regions can promote video text detection. However, they only consider the short-term dependencies. There is no doubt that some structures like optical flow, Conv3D [5] and ConvLSTM [23] are efficient to catch spatial-temporal information, which have been explored in general object tracking. Inspired by that, in this paper, we employ ConvLSTM in video text detection branch in our framework. With the help of long-term spatial-temporal memory and online tracking, our end-to-end video text detector achieves better performance.
III. APPROACH

A. Overall Architecture
The proposed method, as shown in Fig. 2 , integrates video text detection and tracking in an unified framework through the descriptor generation module. Given a video, all frames should pass a backbone network (ResNet50 [3] + U-Net [12] ) to extract common features for detection and tracking. For video text detection, we adopt the anchor-free regression manner [30] to detect the quadrangles of words in a per-pixel manner. Notice that a ConvLSTM block is followed with common features to extract spatial-temporal information. The benefits from ConvLSTM block are shown in Tab. I. For video text tracking, detected proposals and common feature maps of current frame are fed into the descriptor generation module first, and then corresponding appearance-geometry descriptors AGD t are output. In order to associate text instances in sequential frames, the descriptors of frame (t − 1) namely AGD t−1 are passed through GRU units to generate EAGD t−1 , meaning the estimated states of appearance-geometry descriptors at time t. After then, a similarity matrix is build on EAGD t−1 and AGD t , where two text proposals belonging to the same trajectory should have a small metric distance value in the similarity matrix. With the help of online text tracking, our methods are able to improve the performance of video text detection.
B. Text Detection Branch
Text in videos always appears in sequential frames with abundant temporal information. In most of existing methods, video text detection is usually performed in individual frame or integrated temporal information with short term dependencies. To address this problem, we incorporate a ConvLSTM block into our text detection branch to propagate frame-level information across time while maintaining the structural properties. Accordingly, the formulation of inferring feature maps F t at the t-th frame is:
In this equation, M (I t ) is the common feature maps of the t-th frame(I t ) obtained by backbone network. s t−1 and s t mean the hidden sates of ConvLSTM at time t − 1 and time t respectively. By this way, features can be directly modulated by their previous frames and recursively depend on other frames in a long time range. After integrating temporal information, convolution operation is applied to make dense per-pixel predictions in word-level. Similar to EAST [30] , pixels within the quadrangle annotation of text instance are considered as positive. For each positive sample, the offsets to the 4 vertexes of the quadrangle are predicted at the following 8 channels. Therefore, the loss of detection branch is composed of two terms: text/non-text classification term and quadrangle offset regression term. The detailed definition of detection loss in t-th frame is illustrated as follows:
where L cls (t) measures the text/non-text classification by dice loss and L of f (t) is the smooth-L1 loss to measure the quality of regression offset. α is a hyper-parameter, which is set to 5 in our experiments. In addition, we use NMS (Nonmaximum suppression) to get preliminary detection results and feed top-K proposals into the next tracking branch.
C. Text Tracking Branch
In order to improve the robustness of text instance representation in some difficult circumstances such as occlusion, motion blur, and etc, this section proposes an effective and efficient descriptor generation module to generate the descriptors of text candidates, which contains not only geometry features but also appearance features. And the descriptor of the same text candidate appears in the next frame is estimated through a GRU unit which can make use of the trajectory history information and capture the information of long-term multiple targets changing process.
We define a novel descriptor, namely appearancegeometry descriptor (AGD), for each text candidate. The descriptors of the kept K proposals from detection branch, denoted as AGD t , contain two parts: the first part is the appearance feature, which is extracted by ROI Transform layer [15] from the valid regions of text candidates in the common feature maps M (I t ). And the second part is the geometry feature that is composed of the embedding values of quadrilateral coordinates.
As shown in Fig. 3 , we firstly use ROI Transform layer to extract initial text feature block of K text candidates from the shared feature map. Then three convolution layers with 3 * 3 kernel and one global pooling layer are followed to generate the final appearance feature, denoted as f a t for time t. Next, we feed all normalized coordinate vectors {g n |n = 0, ..., 7} of detected K proposals into the geometry embedding layers that are composed of two fully connection layers to get final geometry feature at time t, namely f g t . Finally, the appearance features f a t and geometry features f g t are concatenated to generate the appearance-geometry descriptor AGD t , which can be formulated as follows:
Then we feed the descriptor into a GRU unit to estimate the descriptor of the same instance appeared in the next frame, namely estimated appearance-geometry descriptor (EAGD). As we know, GRU is an efficient structure to capture the temporal changing information. Therefore, instead of building similarity matrix on appearance-geometry descriptors between two adjacent frames, we choose to match descriptors of the current frame with the estimated descriptors of the previous frame. The estimated descriptor EAGD t in current frame can be expressed as:
where AGD t is the appearance-geometry feature of text candidates obtained in current frame, h t−1 is the hidden state value of GRU in previous frame. Specially, mask t is the hidden state mask to control whether we need to reset GRU hidden states or not. It will be set to zero when the instance does not exist in the previous frame; otherwise, it will be set to one. Video text tracking tries to match text instances belonging to the same object in adjacent frames while maintaining the identities of text instances. To simplify this problem, we convert the text instance association to pairwise matching by defining an association objective function, where descriptor representations should be close for the positive pairs and far for the negative pairs. Therefore, the contrastive loss is suitable for this task, then our tracking loss L track at time t can be represented by:
where d denotes euclidean distance of text instances between adjacent frames and y is the pairs label L t i,j whose value is 1 for positive pairs and 0 for negative pairs. And m is the margin value that is set to 1.0 in our experiments.
Finally, combined with detection loss L det (t) in Eq. 2, the full multi-task loss function is:
where N is length of video frames, and β is a hyperparameter to control the trade-off between detection and tracking loss. β is set to 0.1 in our experiments, where different β values have little effect on the final result.
D. Inference
In the inference phase, we propose an efficient and robust online trajectory generation method to improve the performance of video text detection, which is present in algorithm 1. Besides, the inference speed of our method on TITAN Xp can reach 24.36fps.
Algorithm 1 Online Trajectory Generation
Input: A frame of current time step I t , the previous detection results D t−1 , corresponding estimated appearancegeometry descriptors (EAGD t−1 ), and tracklet set T t−1 at time t − 1. Output: Current frame detection results D t , the corresponding estimated appearance-geometry descriptors (EAGD t ) for next time step, and the tracklet set T t . 1: Feed the I t into the network to get the primary detection results D * t by θ l at time t, and obtain the corresponding appearance-geometry descriptors AGD t . 2: Calculate the similarity matrix S t ← similarity( EAGD t−1 , AGD t ). 3 
B. Implementation Details
The ResNet50 [3] pretrained on ImageNet is employed as our initialized model. Then Adam is employed to train our model with the initial learning rate being 10 −4 which decays by 0.94 times every 10 thousand iterations. All training videos are harvested from the training set of ICDAR2013 and YVT with data augmentation. Random crop and resize operations are applied for the first frame with the scale chosen from [0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0]. Other frames in the video clip perform the same operation as the first frame. The frame interval is selected randomly from 1 to 5 to improve robustness. In our experiment, each video clip has 24 frames and every frame is resized and padded to 512 x 512 during the training process. Each frame contains 10 detection boxes, including positive samples and negative samples. The shape of detection box extracted by ROI Transform layer is set to 8 x 64. The size of the appearance descriptor and the geometry descriptor for one instance is 128 and 8, so the size of AGD in our experiment is 136. All experiments are conducted on 8 P40 GPUs and each GPU has 1 batch.
C. Evaluation of Video Text Detection
In this section, we evaluate the effect of the short-term and long-term memory for video text detection. As shown in Tab. I, the optical flow is adopted and there is about 0.2% drop in f-measure, indicating that the common object detection tracking method is not applicable to video text. Then, we exploit the ConvLSTM block in our detection branch and compare it with Conv3D [5] . As can be seen in Tab. I, both of these methods outperform single frame detection and the optical flow, and ConvLSTM gives a 0.66 points F-measure gain over Conv3D. The improvement in video text detection is mainly due to the fact that the temporal information in sequential frames is beneficial to video text detection since the text in video generally does not change as sharply as a general object. And as a valid long-term memory extractor, ConvLSTM can take advantage of more sequential frames information than Conv3D, resulting in an improvement in performance. 
D. Evaluation of Video Text Tracking
Tab. II shows the influence of different types of tracking descriptors. We adopt the widely-used CLEAR MOT metrics [1] , including MOTP (Multi-Object Tracking Precision) and MOTA (Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy) as text tracking evaluation metrics. The MOTP is the mean error of estimated positions for matched pairs of all frames, while the MOTA accounts for errors made by trackers, i.e., false positives, misses and mismatches. At first, the appearance and geometry descriptors are studied respectively. Compared with appearance feature, the performance of using geometry features is 1.25% ahead. However, there is a significant gain about 7% when they are concatenated. As the appearance and geometry features are able to capture different local information in the tracking process, combining them together is more robust. Then, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the GRU in our proposed estimated descriptor, we try to associate AGD of the adjacent frames directly, instead of matching the current frame AGD with EAGD obtained from the previous frame. Consequently, this matching method results in nearly 6% loss on MOTA. This highlights that the temporal changing information captured by the GRU also plays an important role in the video text tracking.
E. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Video Text Detection Methods
In this section, we compare our method with state-of-theart methods on three public video text datasets. As shown in Tab. III, we have summarized various video text detection methods, and our method outperforms all the other methods by more than 2% on f-measure.
The precision of video text detection is improved by a large margin along with high recall ratio with our method. This is mainly due to our end-to-end joint training and the introduction of long-term memory mechanisms. Specifically, in our end-to-end inference process, the detection results can be refined along with the updating of trajectories, and the long time memory can also inhibit some negative samples, resulting in more accurate results denoted by "Our end-toend detection with online tracking" in Tab. III.
For training, except for the configuration introduced in Sec. IV-B, the YVT model is finetuned on its own training set as it contains many web videos. For testing, the longer sides of input images in ICDAR 2013 are resized to 1280. While, input images not resized for Minetto and YVT during evaluation. Besides, multi-scale testing is not conducted since it is too slow and unpractical for video especially.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we present an end-to-end framework for video text detection with online tracking according to the characteristics of video scene text. The proposed AGD and EAGD are employed to convert the long-term multiple targets changing process to a trainable model. By sharing convolutional features, the text tracking branch is nearly cost-free. In the inference phase, the text detection results are obtained along with the trajectory online generation. Experiments on video text datasets show that our method significantly outperforms previous methods in both detection and tracking. However, there are still some drawbacks: the trajectory generation is not incorporated into the training process and semantic information has not been exploited. In the future, we plan to add video text detection, tracking, and recognition to an end-to-end framework.
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